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INTRODUCTION 
Let X and Y be Banach spaces, G an open subset of X, T a con- 
tinuous mapping of the closure cl(G) of G into Y. If a is a point of Y 
which is not in the image of the boundary of G under T, the topological 
degree of T on G over a, [written as deg(T, G, a)], is in principle an 
algebraic count of the number of solutions of the equation TX = a 
for x in G. For this count to be useful, it must satisfy several crucial 
conditions: additivity on the domain G, invariance under suitable 
homotopies of the mapping T, suitable normalization conditions and 
the basic condition that if deg( T, G, a) # 0, then at least one solution 
x of TX = a must exist in G. 
In their classical paper [17], Leray and Schauder extended the 
original concept of the degree of mapping in a finite dimensional 
Euclidean space R” due to Brouwer by carrying it over to mappings T 
in an infinite-dimensional Banach space X, for T of the form 
T = I + C with C compact (i.e., continuous and carrying cl(G) 
into a relatively compact subset of X). To carry through this extension, 
they used uniform approximations of the mapping C by finite-dimen- 
sional maps C, . 
In more recent developments in nonlinear functional analysis, and, 
in particular, in connection with the general theory of various classes 
of nonlinear mappings like the monotone operators from a Banach 
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space X to its conjugate space X* and the accretive operators from X 
to X (cf. Browder [4]-[7] and [IO] for a more detailed study), it has 
become an important objective to widen the scope of the degree 
theory beyond the framework of the classical Leray-Schauder 
theory. Degree theories of more general types have been constructed 
for general classes of nonlinear mappings in Banach spaces and 
infinite-dimensional manifolds in Browder [a] and Browder- 
Nussbaum [12]. 
It is our object in the present paper to develop a generalized 
degree theory in another context, namely that of numerical functional 
analysis. We generalize the Leray-Schauder method by replacing 
uniform approximation by finite-dimensional mappings by much 
more general approximation methods which, among others, include 
projectional and injective methods of Galerkin type. We show below 
that for the general class of A-proper mappings (which is a slight 
variant of the class of mappings satisfying condition (H) introduced 
and studied by Petryshyn [24]), a g eneral theory of the degree of 
mapping can be obtained from the degrees of approximating finite- 
dimensional mappings. 
Our degree theory consists of two parts of different force valid 
under hypotheses of different force. In the first part, developed in 
Section 1, we define a degree function for general A-proper mappings 
which is, in general, multivalued. We assign to each triple (T, G, a) 
of suitable type, a degree Deg( T, G, a) which is a subset of Z’, the 
union of the integers and of {+ a> and (-- co}. We observe that for 
most of the practical uses of a degree theory, our multivalued degree 
serves as well as a single-valued degree. Thus, for example, it is 
shown below that the fixed point theorem for a bounded P-compact 
mapping obtained in Petryshyn [19], [20] follows as a corollary of our 
Theorem 1 in Section 1 which embodies the essential properties of the 
generalized degree Deg (T, G, a). 
In Section 2, we consider the second and technically more delicate 
part of the generalized degree theory in which we give a general 
sufficient condition for our degree to be single-valued. In Theorem 2, 
in particular, we show that if T = H + C, where H is an A-proper 
homeomorphism of cl(G) on cl(H(G)) with H(G) an open subset of Y 
and C compact, and if the finite-dimensional approximants H, of H 
are orientation-preserving homeomorphisms satisfying an inequality 
of the form 
II Hnx - HEY II 2 4 x -Y II) 
for x and y in suitable finite-dimensional subsets G, and for a suitable 
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function al(r) independent of n such that a(ri) ---+ 0 implies ri ---+ 0, 
then 
exists and defines a single-valued degree deg( T, G, u). 
In the first part of Section 3 we apply the results of Theorem 1 
to P-compact mappings T and show that in this case, under suitable 
conditions, Deg(T, G, 0) = (1). In the second part of Section 3 and 
in Section 4 we show that the hypotheses of Theorem 2 are verified 
for suitable projectional and injective approximation schemes for H 
strongly monotone or strongly accretive. 
The results given below were announced for the case of Galerkin 
approximations in our note [I31 and the proof of Theorem 2 for that 
case sketched. 
1. A-PROPER MAPPINGS AND THE GENERALIZED DEGREE 
Let X and Y be real Banach spaces, G an open subset of X, 
cl(G) its closure in X, bdry(G) its boundary in X. We consider 
mappings T, (nonlinear, in general), of cl(G) into Y which are 
A-proper, in the sense defined below, with respect to a given approxim- 
ation scheme. 
DEFINITION 1 .l. By an (oriented) approximation scheme for 
mappings from X to Y we mean: two sequences {Xn} and {Y,} of 
oriented finite-dimensional spaces with dim X, = dim Y, for all n 
and two sequences {P,) and {QJ 0 continuous (in general, nonlinear) f 
mappings with P, mapping X, into X and Qn mapping Y into Y, . 
REMARK 1.1. For the sake of notational simplicity we shall use 
the same symbol II II to denote all the norms II IIx, II IL, II Ik,, II Ilu, 
in the respective spaces X, Y, X, , and Y, . We believe that at each 
step it will be clear to the reader which norm is meant. We shall also 
use the symbols “-” and “-” to denote strong and the weak 
convergence, respectively. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let G be an open subset of X and T a mapping 
of cl(G) into Y. T is said to be A-proper on cl(G) with respect to a 
given approximation scheme P = ({X,}, {Qn}, {Pm}, {Q%}) if and only 
if for any sequence {nil of positive integers with nj ---+ co and a 
corresponding sequence (x,, ( x,, E XJ with Pn,xxn, in cl(G) such that 
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II Qn,TPmjxn, - Q,Y II __t 0 for some y in Y, there exists an infinite 
subsequence {x,~(~)} and an element x in X such that Plt,C,jx,j(kl + x 
and TX = y. 
The concept of A-proper mapping is a slight variant of the condition 
(H) of Petryshyn [24] in the case when {Xn> and {Y,} are subspaces of 
X and Y, respectively, such that P,x + x and Q~Y ----+ y for each x 
in X and y in Y; both are modifications of the definition of a P-compact 
mapping in Petryshyn [19], [20] for projectional schemes. Linear 
A-proper mappings are considered in [2.5]. A similar definition (also 
a modification of P-compactness) for projectional schemes has been 
given for strongly closed mappings by Pohojhayev [27]. Related 
classes of mappings are considered with respect to nonlinear eigen- 
value problems in Browder [9]. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that A is an A-proper mapping of cl(G) into Y 
with respect to r, let T, = Q,TP, for each n, and suppose that 
a E Y - T(bdry(G)). Th en there exists an integer n, > 1 and a 
constant d > 0 such that if G, = PiI for all n > n,, and x, E bdry(G) 
then Ij Tnxn - Qna Ij > d. 
Proof of Lemma I. Note first that G, n (bdry(G,)) = IZI ; further- 
more, p;EV,cl( G)) is a closed subset of X, containing G, . Hence 
cl(G,) C Kr(cl(G)) and bdry(GJ C P;l(bdry(G)). Suppose now that 
the assertion of Lemma 1 is false. Then there exists a sequence {n3} 
of positive integers with ni ---+ co, a sequence of real numbers {ei} 
with {.zi} ---+ 0 and a sequence {xn, 1 x,~ E bdry(Gm,)} such that 
II L,xnj - Q,,a II G ~5 I 
Since T is A-proper, there exists a subsequence {x~,(~~,> and an element 
x in X such that Plt,C,,x,,Ck, ---+ x in X and TX = a. However, 
p%~*,xw E bdry(G) and bdry(G) is closed so that x E bdry(G), which 
is a contradiction to our hypothesis. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let T be an A-proper continuous mapping from 
cl(G) to Y with respect to r, let G, = P;l(G) be bounded for all n 
and suppose that a E Y - T(bdry(G)). 
We define Deg(T, G, a), the degree of T on G over a with respect 
to r, as follows: Let 2 be the set of all integers (positive, negative, and 
zero) together with {+ co] and {-co}. Then Deg (T, G, Q) is the 
subset of Z’ given by 
Deg( T, G, a) = {y 1 y E Z’, there exists an infinite sequence {ng} 
of positive integers with ni ----+ co such that deg( Tn, , Gm, Q, a) -+ y}. 
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Remark 1.2. If y is a (finite) integer m, then it is equivalent to 
assume that deg( Tn, , Gm, , Q,,a) = y = m for the infinite sub- 
sequence {f+}. 
Remark 1.3. The degree deg( Tn, , Gn, , Q,a) used in Definition 
1.3 is the classical Brouwer degree for mappmgs of oriented finite- 
dimensional Euclidean spaces of the same dimension. 
THEOREM 1. Let T be an A-proper continuous mapping from cl(G) 
to Y with respect o r. Suppose that G, = P;El(G) is bounded for all 
n and the point a lies in Y - T(bdry(G)). Then the following assertions 
hold: 
(a) There exists an integer n, > 1 such that for n > n, , Qna does 
not lie in T,(bdry(G,)). Hence for such n, deg( T, , G, , Qna) is well- 
defined and, in particular, Deg(T, G, a) is a nonempty subset of 2’. 
(b) If Deg(T, G, a) # (01, th ere exists an element x in G such 
that TX = a. 
(c) Let T be a continuous mapping of cl(G) x [0, l] into Y, andfor t 
in [0, 11, let T,(x) = T(x, tj b e uniformly continuous in t with respect 
to x in cl(G). Suppose that, for each t in [0, 11, T, is A-proper with 
respect o r. Suppose that the sequence {Qn} is equi-uniformly continuous 
on bounded subsets of Y (i.e., to any given E > 0 and any bounded set B 
in Y there corresponds 6 = 6(e, B) > 0 such that 11 Qny - Qnz 11 < e 
provided x and y are in B and 11 x - y 11 < 6). Then zf a lies in Y - 
T(bdry(G) x [0, l]), it f I1 o ows that Deg(T, , G, a) is independent of t 
in [0, 11. 
(d) Let G = GI u G, , and for 
G’ = (G, n G,) u bdry(G,) U bdry(G,), 
suppose that T(G’) does not contain a. Then 
De@‘, G, a) C Deg(T, G , a) + %(T, G, , a> 
with equality holding if either Deg( T, GI , a) or Deg( T, G, , a) is a 
singleton integer (where for two subsets D, and D, of 2’ we set D, + D, = 
{y j y = y1 + yz with y1 in D, and yz in D,} and apply the convention 
that 0~) + (- co) = y for every y in 2’). 
(e) If T is an odd mapping with respect o r (i.e., each T, is an 
odd mapping of bdry(G,J into Y, with G, assumed to be invariant under 
the mapping V(X) = -x) and if Qna = 0 for all n, then Deg( T, G, a) 
is odd (i.e., 2m 6 Deg(T, G, a) f or any integer m) and, in particular, 
De@‘, G, a) f (01 so that the equation TX = a has a solution in G. 
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Proof (a). By Lemma 1 there exists an integer n, > 1 such that 
for n > n, , T,x # Qna for any x in bdry(G,). Since G, is bounded 
and T, continuous, the Brouwer degree deg(T, , G, , Qna) for 
n > n, of the mapping T, of the oriented open subset G, of X, into 
the oriented space Y, of the same dimension is well-defined. Thus, 
either the sequence {deg(T, , G, , Qna)} is bounded in which case 
at least one finite integer m appears in Deg( T, G, a), or there exists an 
infinite subsequence converging to {+ co} or to {- co}. In either case, 
there exists y in 2’ such that y = limi deg(TmI , Gn, , Qnja) and 
y E Deg(T, G, a), which is thereby nonempty. 
(b) If Deg(T, G, a) # (O}, th en there exists an infinite subse- 
quence {ni} with ni ---+ co such that deg( Tn, , Gn,, Qn,a) # 0. For 
each such j, by the properties of the Brouwer degree, there is an 
element x,~ in Gn, such that Tn,xmj = Q,,a. Since T is A-proper we 
may assume by passing to a subsequence that P,,x, - x of cl(G) 
and TX = a. Since x cannot lie on bdry(G), it follow; that x E G. 
Q.E.D. 
(c) Since a 4 T,(bdry(G)) for each fixed t in [0, 11, (a) implies 
that Deg(T, , G, a) is well-defined. It suffices to show that there 
exists an integer n, > 1 such that for each n >, n, , Qna does not lie 
on (TtL@drY(GJ) f or each t in [0, l] for this implies that deg(( T,), , 
G, , Qna) is independent of t in [0, 11. Suppose the assertion were 
false. Then there would exist sequences {nj}, {xn,> and {t,> E [0, l] 
with n - 00, tj - t in [0, 11, x,, E bdry(GJ and ( T&,x,~ = 
Q,p, le., Q,,T,.P, x, = Qn,a. Note that, by our conditions on T, 
Tt, - T, uni/orml; on cl(G) as j - 00 and 
II TtPnjxnj - T$np,, II - 0 (j - 03). 
Since the {Qn} are assumed to be equi-uniformly continuous on 
bounded sets, 
II Qn,W=+, - QnjTtjPn,xnj II - 0 (j - co). 
Hence 
ll(T& x,, - Qnp II ---+O(j- co). 
Since T, is a A-proper we may assume that Pn,xn, -----+ x in X and 
T,x = a with x E bdry(G) b ecause P,,x,, E bdry(G). This, however, 
contradicts our hypothesis that T,x # a for each t in [0, l] and x 
in bdry(G). Q.E.D. 
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(d) Case 1. If G, n G, = or, cl(G) = d( G,) u cl(G,) and if 
a $ T(bdry(G,) u bdry(G,)), then for n sufficiently large, 
and since ((Gr),) n ((G&J = P;Il(G, n G,) = o , we have 
deg(T, , G, , Qna) = de@, , (GA, Qn4 + degVn 9 (GA 7 Q4 
In this case, if y = limi deg(T,, , G, , Q+), then 
Y = li$deg(~nj , (Q, , Qnj4 + deg(T,, , (G,),, , Qnj4>. 
If 1 deg( Tn, , (G1),j , &a)1 --ct + co, we may pass to an infinite 
subsequence and assume that for all j, 
deg(Tnjv (GILj , Qn,4 = ml E Deg(T, 6 ,a). 
For the same subsequence, 
lip deg(T,, , (G2hj , Q+> = Y - ml = m2 E D&T, G2, a) 
sothaty=m,+m,withmiEDeg(T,Gi,a)fori= 1,2. 
In the other case, we may find a similar subsequence such that 
dedLj , G),, 9 %,a> ---+ &co. Now, if y is finite, it follows that 
deg(Tnj , (G21n, QQ> - F ~0 
and we have y = + 03 + (- CO) E {Deg( T, G, , a) + Deg( T, G, , a)}. 
If y= fco, then y= &co-mm, for any m,EDeg(T,G,,a) so 
that y E {Deg( T, G, , a) + Deg( T, G, , a)). Finally, if y = F CO, then 
+dT?Lj 9 (G2L, Y Qn a> + ~co and the same conclusion holds. 
Hence Deg(T, G, a] C {Deg(T, G, , a) + Deg(T, G, , a)}. 
Case 2. If G, n G, # .czf while a +! T(G, n G2) we first note 
that G = (G, - Ga) u (G, - Gr) u (G, n G,), the three sets are 
pairwise disjoint and 
bdry(G, - G2) u bdry(G, - G1) u bdry(G, n G,) C bdry(G,) u bdry(G,). 
Hence, by Case 1, which is valid for G as a union of the closures of 
a finite number of disjoint open sets, we have 
Deg(T, G, a) C Deg(T, G, - ci, , a) + Deg(T, G, - Gi) 
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since Deg( T, G, n G, , a) = {O}. The last equality also implies that 
and 
Deg( T, Gl , a) = Deg( T, G, - e2) 
Deg( Z’, G, , a) = Deg( T, G, - G, , a). 
Consequently, Deg( T, G, u) C Deg( T, G, , u) + Deg( T, G, , a). 
Finally we remark that if either Deg( T, G, , a) or Deg( T, G, , u) 
is a singleton, then the equality holds. For instance, in Case 1, if 
Deg(T, G, , a) = {m}, then we may assume that, for n 2 n, , 
dedTT% 3 (GA 9 QQn4 = m. Hence the two sequences {deg( T, ,G, , 
Qn4 and {deg(Tn > (G&t , Qn a >I converge together and their difference 
equals m for n > na . 
(e) Suppose that T is an odd mapping in the sense of our 
hypothesis. It follows from Lemma 1 that for sufficiently large n, 
Qna = 0 $ bdry(GJ and, therefore, by the classical Borsuk Theorem, 
deg( T, , G, , Qnu) = deg( T, , G, , 0) is an odd integer. Hence the 
set of limit points of the sequence {deg(T, , G, , Qna)} does not 
include an even integer, and therefore, Deg( T, G, a) # {O}. In view 
of (b), this implies the existence of an element x in G such that TX = a. 
2. A UNIQUENESS THEOREM FOR THE GENERALIZED DEGREE 
Let X and Y be two real Banach spaces, G an open bounded subset 
of X, cl(G) its closure and bdry(G) its boundary in X. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let (X,> and {Y,] be two sequences of oriented 
finite-dimensional spaces with dim X, = dim Y, for each n and let 
V’,) and {QJ b e t wo sequences of continuous mappings with P, 
mapping X, into X and Qn mapping Y into Y, such that the following 
conditions hold: 
(al) For each x in X, dist(x, PJX,)) - 0 as n + 03. 
(aa) (P,} is equi-uniformly continuous on cl(G,J, i.e., to any 
given e > 0 there corresponds 6 = 8(e) > 0 such that 11 P,x - P,y [I < e 
for all n and all x and y in cl(G,J such that 11 x - y 11 < 6. 
(b,) {Qn} is a sequence of linear mappings which is uniformly 
bounded, i.e., there is a constant c,, > 0 such that 11 Qn [I < c,, for all n. 
(b,) If F is any given finite-dimensional subspace of Y, then 
there exists an integer nF , > 1 such that Qn is injective on F for each 
n an,. 
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THEOREM 2. Let H and C be two continuous mappings of cl(G) into 
Y such that, if we assume that PiI = G, are bounded and set 
Hn = QnHPn Icm,) , Cn = QnCPn Icm,) , 
the following hypotheses are satis$ed: 
(1) H is an A-proper homeomorphism of G onto an open subset H(G) 
of Y with H mapping cl(G) h omeomorphically onto cl(H(G)). 
(2) For each n, H, is an orientation preserving homeomorphism of 
G, onto the open subset H,(G,) of Y, and H, maps cl(G,) homeo- 
morphically onto cl( H,( G,)). 
(3) There exists a continuous function oI(r) from R+ into R+ such 
that r, ---+ 0 whenever a(rJ --+ O(i + oo), for which 
foralluandvinG,andalln > 1. 
(4) C is compact, i.e., C(cl(G)) is relatively compact in Y. 
Let a E Y - T(bdry(G)) and let T = H + C be the mapping of 
cl(G) into Y. Then the following is true: 
(I) T is A-proper. 
(II) There exists an integer n,, > 1 such that deg( T, , G, , &a) 
is well-de$ned for each n > n, . 
(III) There exists an integer n, > 1 such that for each n > n, , 
d&T,, G, , Qna) = deg(l + CH-l, H(G), a) 
and is independent of n for n > n, . 
(IV) Deg( T, G, a) is the singleton integer {deg(l+ CH-1, H(G), a)}. 
Proof of (I). Let {ni> b e a sequence of positive integers with 
5 -----+ co and {zc~,} a corresponding sequence with xn, E cl(G,,) 
such that II T,,x,, - Q,,b II -0 as j---+ co for some b in Y. 
By the compactness of C, we may assume that CP,,x?, -y. in Y. 
Hence, by (h), II Qn,CP+, - Qn,yo II ---+ 0. Thus implies that 
II Hn,xn, - Qn# - rdll < II Tn,xn, - Qnp II + II G,xn, - Qn,yo II - 0 
as j - co. Since His A-proper, with respect to the given approxima- 
tion scheme, it follows that there exists a subsequence, which we again 
denote by {x,J, such that Pm,xn, --+x in X and Hx= b-yy,. 
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However, the continuity of C implies that CPmjxn - cx = y. . 
Therefore, (H + C)x = TX = b, i.e., T is A-proper. 
Proof of (II). Th e p roof of assertion (II) follows from assertion (I) 
and Lemma 1. 
Proof of (III). T o p rove (III) we first establish the validity of the 
following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 1. There exists an E > 0 and an integer n, > 1 such 
that if C’ is another compact mapping of cl(G) into Y with the property 
that 11 Cx - C’x /I < E for all x in cl(G) and if T’ = H + C’, then 
(i) deg(1 + C/H-l, H(G), a) = deg(1 + CH-l, H(G), a) 
and for all n > n, we have 
(ii) deg( T, , G, , Qna) = deg( Ti , G, , Qn4. 
Proof of Proposition 1. (i) This assertion follows from the invariance 
of the Leray-Schauder degree under small perturbations. 
(ii) Suppose (ii) were false. Then there would exist sequences 
{Cck)}, {nk} and {Ek} such that &k - 0, nk - co as k - a, 
11 cYk’X - cx 11 < ek for all x in cl(G) and 
deg(T$), 6, , Qnp> # deg(T,, , Gak , Q,p>, 
where Tck) = H + Cck). For each k and each t in [0, l] put 
C’“‘*tx = (1 - t) C’“‘x + tCx; T’“‘*t(x) = Hx + C(k).t~, (x E cl(G)). 
Under our assumption of unequal degrees, there exists a sequence 
{tk) E [0, l] and a sequence {x,~ 1 xAb E bdry(G,J} such that 
T!$*%nJ = Q&4. 
In view of the above equalities, a simple manipulation shows that 
Q&z) = T$‘*tn(x,J = ?“nk(xmk) + (1 - tle)(C$n,> - CT&%,)), 
whence, using our conditions on {C(k)) and {Qn}, we derive the relation 
II Tn,(xn,) - Qnk4ll < 2wlc - 0 (k - co). 
By the A-properness of T, we may assume, after passing to a sub- 
sequence, that P,,x,, - x in X and TX = a. Since P,*xxn, E bdry(G), 
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it follows that x E bdry(G) in contradiction to the hypothesis that 
a E Y - T(bdry(G)). Q.E.D. 
Proof of (III) continued. By (II), for all n 2 no , deg(T, , G, , Qna) 
is well defined. Since H, is an orientation preserving homeomorphism 
of G, into Y, , we have the equality 
deg(Tn , G, , QG) = deg(I + GK1, K(GA Qna). 
By Proposition 1, we may assume that C maps cl(G) into a compact 
subset K of a finite-dimensional subspace F of Y. There is no loss in 
generality in assuming that a E F for otherwise we would consider the 
space spanned by {a, F>. Now, by the properties of the Leray- 
Schauder degree (Leray-Schauder [17], Nagumo [18]; see also 
[ML [W, P81) 
&(I + GK', fk(G,), Qn4 = d&I + GK1, fL(GJ n QnF, Qs) 
since C,H;l maps H,( G,) into Q,(F) while Qna E Q,F. By condition 
(b,) on {Qn}, there exists an integer na 3 1 such that Qn is an injective 
mapping of F into Y, for each n > n2 . Now, Q2n JF has an inverse 
and we can extend this inverse to a linear mapping R, of Y, into Y 
such that QnRn = I on Y, and R,Qn f = f for f in F. Similarly, 
the assumption on C and the properties of the Leray-Schauder degree 
show that 
deg(1 + CH-l, H(G), a) = deg(1 + CH-I, H(G) n F, a) 
and that for all n > n2 
d&I + WC fW%) n Qn(F), Qn4 
= deg(I + &CnKIQn , R,(fL(GJ) n F, 4. 
We note that 
and 
f&$4 = QJW n E&J), 
R,(f4dGJ) n F C Qi? (QJV n WQ)) n F, 
so that 
R,C,,H;lQ, = R,Q,CPnH;‘Q,, = CPnHilQn 
deg( T, , G,, , Q,P> = de@ + CP,HilQn , QZ1(QnH(G n Pn(Xd>) n F, 4. 
To continue with the proof we need the following lemmas. 
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LEMMA 2. Let Kl = {v 1 v E H(G), v = H(u), where Tu = a} 
and let U be a neighborhood of Kl in Y. Then there exists an integer 
n3 > 1 such that for n > n3, any v in Q;l(H,(G,) such that 
v + CPnH;lQnv = a, must lie in U. 
Proof of Lemma 2. Suppose not. Then there exists a sequence 
{ai} with nj ----+ co and a corresponding sequence {vnj} with 
vnj E (Q;I:(fCJGnj)) - U> such that vnj + CP,,H;j!Q,,v7, = a. Put 
X = H,-:Q,,v, 
77 + CP,,x, 2 
and note that x, E Gnj, ffn,%L, = dn.%, and 
ftie, T x ’ 
a. Hence Qn,v,, + &CP~jx~, = Qnja and, there- 
L Hm,xmj + Cnjxnr = Q%,a. Since T is A-proper we may 
assume?h% Plz,xmj __t x in X, TX = a and HPnjxnj -----+ Hx in Y. 
Since CPn,x,, - Cx and TX = a, it follows that 
vnj = a - CPmIx,j - a - Cx = Hx 
and HxEK~. This is impossible because v,, E Y - U and U is a 
neighborhood of Kl . Thus the assertion of Lemma 2 is true. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3. (a) Kl = {v 1 v E H(G) n F, v + CH-9.~ = a). 
(b) There exists an integer n4 > 1 and a neighborhood U, of Kl in 
H(G) n F such that for n > n4 , U, C Q;l(H,(G,)). 
Proof of (a). Kl = H(K), where K = {u 1 Tu = a}. Hence 
Kl = {v 1 TH-Iv = v + CH-lv = a]. Q.E.D. 
Proof of (b). Supp ose the assertion were false. Then there would 
exist a sequence {nj} of integers going to infinity and a corresponding 
sequence {vn,} with v,, E H(G) n F such that dist(v, , Kl) - 0 
and Qnpn, 6 %,(Gnj)- S ince H(G) n F is relatively compact, we may 
assume that v,, ---+ v where v E Kl . For each j, vnj = H(xj) for 
some xi E G, and Xi = H-l(v,) -+ H-l(v) as j ---+ +co. Thus 
the set {xi) is relatively compact m cl(G) and hence dist(x, , P,,(G,J) = 
9 - 0, (j- +a). 
In particular, we may find w,, in Gn, such that 11 x, - P,,w,, 11 < 29 . 
Thus Pn#wn, - H-l(v) and HP,,w, - v. Since v,, -----+ 0, 
II H&p,, - v,, 11 -+ 0. By the uniform boundedness of 11 Qn )I, 
II QnjWp,, - Qn vnj II -- 0, (j ---+ co), and therefore dist(Q,,v,, , 
KQVZJ) ---+ 0. Since Q,,v,, $ H,,(G,J, it follows that dist(Qn,v,, , 
bdry K,Gn,N ----+ 0, while bdry(H,,(G,,) = H,,(bdry G,,). Hence 
there exists u,, E bdry(G%,) such that 
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In particular, 
II Qn,v - Kzjunj II - 0 
as j ----+ + co. Since H is A-proper, by passing to an infinite sub- 
sequence, we may assume that P,p, --+ u in X with Hu = v 
for some v E Kl and u E bdry G. Sinde Hu E Kl, Tu = a, which 
contradicts the fact that u lies in bdry(G). Q.E.D. 
By Lemmas 2 and 3 and the preceding discussion, we know that for 
n > n5, (n5 sufficiently large), 
d&T, , 6 , Q4 = deg(l + CP,H;‘Q, , F n Qi%L(G,)) n H(G), 4 
and we may choose a neighborhood U, of Kl in H(G) A F such that 
for all n > n5 
and 
deg(T, , G, , Qn4 = deg(l + CPJf;;‘Q, , uls 4 
deg(1 + CH-l, H(G), a) = deg(1 + CH-l, U, , a). 
By the properties of the Leray-Schauder degree, the desired equality 
of degrees will then follow if we establish the following lemma: 
LEMMA 4. The quantity 
11 CP,H-lQ,u - CH-L (I- 0 
as n -+ + 00, uniformly for all u in U, , a bounded set in H(G) n F. 
Proof. Set 
w, = H;lQ,p, w = H-k 
We have 
W, E G,; H,,w, = Q,p; w E G n H-l(F n d(G)). 
The element u lies in the compact set K2 = F A cl(H(G)) and w lies 
in the compact set K, = H-l(K,). Since KS is compact, 
E, = dist(& , P,,(G,)) --+ 0 
as R --+ + co. Thus for w in K3 , there exists v, in P,(G,) such that 
II w - v, II C en + $ , v, = Pnx, , x, E G,, . 
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Since H is continuous on cl(G) and hence is uniformly continuous 
at KS2 
II H(w) - ill G %I - 0 
where 6, is independent of the choice of w in K3 . 
Since Hnw, = f&u, u = Hw, we have 
II QnHw - QnHPnxn II < c,,% 
and 
II KP, - Hnx, II < c,,6, - 0 
as n __t + co. By the hypothesis (3) of Theorem 2, 
4 %I - %a II> G %% - 0. 
Hence 11 w, - x, 11 -----+ 0 as n - + co uniformly for u in Kz . 
Since {P,} is equi-uniformly continuous, 
II PTPTZ -PAlI < &a-o 
&, depending only on c,,& . Hence 
II~--P,~,II~lI~--P,~,lI+II~,~,--P,~,II <%+tn-o. 
Finally C is uniformly continuous at all points w of the compact 
set KS . Hence there exists a sequence pn --+ 0 such that for all w 
as above 
i.e., 
II cw - CP,% II < Pn - 0, 
11 CH-lu - CP,H;‘&,u II < p,, - 0 
for u in U, . Q.E.D. 
Remark 2.1. If in Theorem 2 the condition that H, is orientation- 
preserving is omitted, then the essential conclusion (III) of Theorem 2 
holds in the form 
I deg(T, , G, , !&)I = I degV + CH-l, H(G), 41 
for all n > 7tr . We omit the detailed proof of this fact since it follows 
literally from the proof of Theorem 2. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let G be an open set in X, Tan A-proper continuous 
mapping of cl(G) to Y, C a compact mapping of cl(G) into Y, 
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G, = Kl(G) bounded and {Qn} a se q uence of linear mappings such that 
11 Qn 11 < cO for all n. Then A + C is A-proper. 
Proof. Let {ni> and {x,? 1 x,, E G,j) with ni ---+ 00, Pn,x,, E cl(G) 
and II Qn,TPnjxnj - Q,,Y II --+ 0 for somey in Y. Since C is compact 
and {Pnjxmj} is bounded, we may assume that CPnjx,, --+ y,, in Y 
asj --+ co. Since /I Qn 11 < c, , 
Hence II QJx,, - Qni(y - ro)lI - 0 as j - co. Since T is 
A-proper we may choose a subsequence, again denoted by x,~ , such 
that Pmjx, ----+ x in X and TX = y - y,, . The continuity of C 
implies that CP%,x,, - cx = y. . Hence TX + Cx = y, i.e., 
T + C is A-proper. 
THEOREM 3. Let G be an open set in X, T an A-proper mapping 
of cl(G) into Y, C a compact mapping of cl(G) into Y, G, bounded and 
{QJ a sequence of linear mappings such that 11 Qn 11 < c,, . Suppose that 
for each bdry(G), 
I/ Cx jl < II TX - a /I for a given a in Y - T(bdry(G)). 
Then Deg(T, G, u) = Deg(T + C, G, a). 
COROLLARY 1. Under the conditions of Theorem 3, if 
Deg(T, G, a) = W, then Deg(T + C, G, a) = (I}. 
COROLLARY 2. Under the conditions of Theorem 3, if 
WC, G 4 # @L then De@ + C, G, 4 # @I 
and, therefore, there exists x E G such that (T + C)x = a. 
Proof of Theorem 3. For each t in [0, l] consider the mapping 
T, = T + tC. Then, by Proposition 2, T, is A-proper for each t in 
[0, I]; furthermore, since T,(x) - T,(x) = (t - T)CX for each x in 
cl(G), the mapping T, is uniformly continuous in t with respect to x 
in each bounded subset of cl(G). Our assumptions on {Qn} imply that 
{Qn} is equi-uniformly continuous. By our hypothesis on C 
II T,x - a II 2 II 2’~ - a II - II Tp - TX II 2 II TX - a II - t II W 
>/ITx--II-llCxll>O 
for all x in bdry(G). Hence, by Theorem l(c), Deg(T, , G, a) is 
independent of t in [0, 11. Q.E.D. 
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THEOREM 4. Let G be an open subset of X, T a continuous mapping 
of cl(G) into Y, G, = P;l(G) bounded for each n. Suppose that the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) There exists a continuous function a(r) from R+ into R+ such 
that rz -+ 0 whenever a(ri) --+ 0 for which 
(*) ]I T,x - T,y 11 > ~(11 x -y 11) for ah n 2 1 and all x and y in G, . 
(2) If Y I T(cl(GN, th en there exists an integer n(y) > 1 and 
a constant d(y) > 0 such that dist(Q,y, T,(cl(G,))) > d(y) for all 
2-2 3 n(r). 
Then T is A-proper on cl(G) with respect to the approximation 
scheme P of Dejnition 2.1. 
Remark 2.2. If the mapping T maps cl(G) onto Y, then the 
condition (2) is vacuous. In the case in which cl(G) = X with 
G, = X, C X and Y, C Y, under essentially equivalent conditions, 
Theorem 4 was first proved in Petryshyn [24] (see also [23]). (In fact, 
it was shown in [24] that under condition (*), T is A-proper if and 
only if T is onto. An essential step of the proof was provided by 
Browder [7J) 
Proof of Theorem 4. Let {nj> and {xn,> be sequences such that, 
for a given y in Y, ni --+ co, x,, E cl( G,,) and 
II Tn,xni - Q,Y II -0 (j-co). 
By condition (2), y E T(cl(G)). H ence there exists x E cl(G) such that 
TX = y. Since dist(x, P,(G,)) = E, - Oasn--+ co, for each n, 
there exists z, in G, such that 11 x - P,xn 11 < e, + l/n. This and the 
continuity of T imply that I] y - TP,.z, 11 = 11 TX - TP,x, 11 ---+ 0. 
Since (Q3 is equi-uniformly continuous, 11 Qny - QnTPnzfi 11 - 0 
and, as j - co, 
II Tn,x,, - Tqnj II < II T,+, - Q,Y II + II Q,Y - L,xn, II + 0. 
Hence using the inequality (*) we obtain the relation 
411 %, - ~,a, II) < II L,x,s, - L,G, II - 0 
from which, in virtue of our conditions on cW(r), it follows that 
II xn, - %a, II - 0 as j ---+ CO. This and the equi-continuity of 
P,J imply that II f’,,xn, - Pm,%, II - 0 and, therefore, 
II +%, - x II < II x - ez,%, II + II K,%, - pn,x92j II - 0, 
i.e., P,,x,, + x and TX = y which proves the A-properness of T. 
Q.E.D. 
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3. PROJECTIVE APPROXIMATION SCHEMES FOR MAPPINGS 
FROM x INTO x 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let X be a real Banach space and Y = X. By 
a projective approximation scheme for mappings T from subsets of X 
to X we mean the following: 
of p KJ is a sequence of oriented finite-dimensional subspaces 
(2) For each n, P, is a linear injective mapping of X, into X and 
Qn is a linear projective mapping of X onto R(Q,) = X, = Y, such 
that Qnx -+ x for each x in X. 
PROPOSITION 3. Every projective scheme given by DeJinition 3.1 is 
an approximation scheme in the sense of DeJinition 2.1. 
Proof. Condition (ai) holds since, for any fixed x in X, 
dist(x, PJL) < II x - Qnx II - Oasn- cc in virtue of the fact 
that Qnx E P,X, = X, and Qnx - x. Since, by the principle of 
uniform boundedness, I] Qn 11 < k, and 11 P, 11 = 1 for all n, it follows 
that the sequences {P,} and {Qn} are equi-uniformly continuous. It is 
easy to see that condition (b,) is also satisfied. 
Remark 3.1. The projectional scheme is of type (T)~ with k > 1 
if 11 Qn II < k for all n. 
3.1. P-Compact Mappings 
In this subsection we apply our theory of the degree of A-proper 
mappings to projectionally-compact (P-compact) mappings introduced 
and studied by Petryshyn [19], [20], [21]. As one of the corollaries of 
our Theorem l(c) we obtain the fixed-point theorem for bounded 
P-compact mappings proved in [19] ( see also Petryshyn-Tucker [24). 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let G be a bounded open subset of X. The 
mapping T of cl(G) into X is said to be P-compact if and only if 
the mapping T + XI is A-proper with respect to the projectional 
scheme for each A > 0. 
THEOREM 5. Let T be a continuous bounded P-compact mapping of 
cl(G) into X, where G is a bounded subset of X with 0 E G. If TX + Ax# 0 
for all x in bdry(G) and any h > 0, then Deg( T, G, 0) = (1) and, 
in particular, there exists x0 in G such that TxO = 0. 
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Proof of Theorem 5. For each x in cl(G) and t in [0, l] we define 
the mapping T,(x) = (1 - t)Tx + tx. Since, for any x in cl(G) and 
any t and s in [0, 11, Ij T,x - T,x [I = 1 t - s 1 11 TX - x/j and T is 
bounded, it follows that T,(x) is uniformly continuous in t with 
respect to x on cl(G). Furthermore, for each fixed t in [0, 11, the 
mapping T, is A-proper. Indeed, for any fixed t with 0 < t < 1, the 
mapping T, = (1 - t)(T + [t/(1 - t)] 1) is A-proper since 
T + [t/(1 - t)] I is A-p ro p er, by Definition 3.2, and A-properness 
is invariant under multiplication by nonzero reals. For t = 1, T1 = I 
is obviously A-proper. To complete the verification of the hypotheses 
of Theorem l(c) we have still to show that T,x # 0 for x E bdry(G) 
and any t in [0, 11. Suppose that T,x = 0 for some x in cl(G). Then, 
if t = 1, T,x = x = 0 $ bdry(G) since 0 E G while, if t < 1, then 
TX + hx = 0 for h = t/( 1 - t) > 0 implies that x $ bdry(G) because 
of our assumption on T. Hence Theorem l(c) implies that Deg(T, , 
G, 0) is independent of t in [0, 11. Consequently, since T,, = T and 
T1 = I, 
Deg(T, G, 0) = Deg(1, G, 0). 
Since, for In = I lx,, deg(1, , G, , 0) = 1 for each n we see that 
Deg(1, G, 0) = (1). Finally, we remark that the existence of a point 
x,, E G such that TX, = 0 follows from the preceding assertion and 
Theorem l(b). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3. If G is convex and (I - T) maps bdry(G) into 
cl(G) then, under the hypothesis of Theorem 5, either there exists 
x,, E bdry(G) such that TX + Ax # 0 for all x in bdry(G) and all 
X > 0. In the latter case the conclusions of Theorem 5 follow. 
Proof of Corollary 3. We may assume that T has no zeros on 
bdry(G). Suppose, contrary to the assertion, that TX + Ax = 0 for 
some x in bdry(G) and some h > 0. Since, by hypothesis, 
y = x - TX E cl(G), it follows that for h > 0 
Since G is convex, 0 E G and cy = l/( 1 + h) < 1 it follows that 
x = (1 - a)0 + ay E G, contradicting the fact that x lies on bdry(G). 
Remark 3.2. If the mapping T of cl(G) into X has the form 
T = I - S, then the requirement that T be P-compact in the sense 
of Definition 3.2 is the same as the requirement that S be P-compact 
in the sense of Definition 1 in Petryshyn [19] forp > 1 (see also [26j). 
Indeed, T = I - S is P-compact in the sense of Definition 3.2 means 
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that for each X 3 0 the map T + hl = (1 + X)1 - S is A-proper. 
This implies that S - (1 + X)1 is also A-proper. But this means 
that S is P-compact in the sense of Definition 1 in [19] for 
p=l+h>l. 
As a consequence of Theorem 5 and Remark 3.2, we obtain the 
following generalization of the fixed point theorem for bounded 
P-compact mappings proved in [19], [20] (see also [26]) without the use 
of the degree theory. 
COROLLARY 4. Let S be a mapping such that T = I - S is a 
continuous bounded P-compact mapping of cl(G) into X with 0 E G. 
If Sx - yx # 0 for all x in bdry(G) and all y > 1, then 
Deg(1 - S, G, 0) = (1) and, in particular, S has a fixed point in G. 
Proof of Corollary 4. Corollary 4 is a restatement of Theorem 5 
for T = I - S since, for y = 1 + h, the condition Sx - yx # 0 on 
bdry(G) for y > 1 is equivalent to the condition that TX + hx # 0 
on bdry(G) for h > 0. 
We add that the condition Sx - yx # 0 on bdry(G) for all y > 1 
is equivalent to the condition (L72) used in [19], where S is said to 
satisfy condition (fl:) if it has the property that whenever Sx = 01x 
for some x in bdry(G) then 01 < 1. Note that in contradistinction to 
the results in [IS], [20], [26] t i is not assumed here that G is convex. 
In this sense, Corollary 4 gives a more general fixed point theorem 
for bounded and continuous P-compact mappings. 
3.2. Examples of A-proper Mappings 
In this section we discuss some classes of nonlinear operators in 
Hilbert and Banach spaces which are A-proper with respect to the 
projectional schemes determined by Definition 3.1. 
EXAMPLE (i). X = H, a separable real Hilbert space and T a 
continuous mapping of H into H such that 
(~~--Y,~-YY)~c(ll~-Yll) (%YEW, 
where c(r) is a continuous function of R+ into R+ such that c(0) = 0, 
c(r) > 0 if r > 0 and ri w 0 whenever c(ri) ---+ 0. 
EXAMPLE (ii). X = H, a separable complex Hilbert space and T 
a continuous mapping of H into H such that 
IP - TY,X -r)l 2 c(llx -rll) C-G and YEW, 
where c(r) satisfies the same conditions as in Example (i). 
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For our projectional schemes we take {Xn} to be a family of finite- 
dimensional subspaces of H and’{Q,} to be orthogonal projections 
such that, for each n, Qn maps H onto X, and Qnx ---+ xasn- CXJ 
for each x in H. 
PROPOSITION 4.l Let G be an arbitrary bounded set in H. lit 
Examples (i) and (ii), T is A-proper on cl(G) and so is the mapping 
T + C for any compact mapping C of H into H. 
Proof of Proposition 4. It suffices to prove our assertion for T in 
Example (ii). Let {xm / x, E X, n cl(G)} be a sequence such that 
&&l --+ g for some g in H. Since {xm} is bounded in H, we may 
assume without loss of generality that x, - x0 in H. Since P,x,, E X, 
and Pmx, = x, it follows from the inequality in (ii) and the fact that 
4nxrn --+g, Xrn - x,, and QmxO ----+ x,, that 
4ll xm - Qmxo II) G K&n - TQmxo 9 xm - Qmxd 
= I(Tx,n, xm) - (TQmxo >xm> - Pm 3 Qm4 + (TQ+nxo 9 Qm~dl 
= l(QJxm 9 xm> - (TQmxo > xm) - (QmTx, 3 4 + (TQmxo 3Qmxd 
- Kg, xc,> - (TX,, xc,> - (g, xo) + (TX, , xc,) = 0. 
Hence our conditions on the function C(Y) imply that x, --+ x,, and, 
obviously, T,x, ----+ TX, = g since T is continuous, i.e., T is 
A-proper. The second assertion of Proposition 4 follows from the 
preceding one and Proposition 2. 
EXAMPLE (iii). X is a Banach space with a projectional scheme of 
type (r)r and T is a mapping of X into X such that T = I - U, 
where U is a strict contraction on X, i.e., 11 Ux - Uy /I < a,,/1 x - y II 
forallxandyinXwitha, < 1. 
EXAMPLE (iv). X is a real Banach space with a projectional 
scheme of type (7~)~ and T is a continuous mapping of X into X 
such that 
(TX - TY, J(x -Y)) 2 41 x -Y II) CT Y E XI> 
where C(Y) is a continuous mapping of R+ into R+ such that c(0) = 0, 
c(r) > 0 if r > 0 and ri -----+ 0 whenever c(Y~) --+ 0 and where J 
is the continuous duality mapping of X into X* such that (Jx, x) = 
II x II2 and II Jx II = II x II f or all x in X. We further assume that X* 
is uniformly convex. 
1 Compare Proposition 4 with Lemma 7A in [22]. 
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PROPOSITION 5. Let G be an arbitrary bounded set in X. In 
Examples (iii) and (iv), T is A-proper on cl(G) as is the mapping T + C 
for any compact mapping C of X into X. 
Proof of Proposition 5. The proof of Proposition 5 is based on the 
results of Browder [4], [IO] and Theorem 4 above, since in both cases 
(for Example (iv), see Browder [4]), T maps X onto X. By Theorem 4, 
it suffices to show that T satisfies the condition (1) of Theorem 4. 
If we let T, = QnT lx, and observe that, as was shown in Browder- 
De Figueiredo [II], Q$J(x) = J(x) for all x in X, it follows from the 
inequality in (iv) that, for all x and y in X, , 
41 x -Y II> < (TX - TY, 1(x -Y)) = (QnTx - QnTy, .I@ -Y> 
~IIT~~--T,YII~~~(~-YY)~~=IIT~~--T,YI~I/~-YY~. 
Hence, setting a(~) = c(r)/ r f or Y > 0 we see that a(r) is a continuous 
function of R+ into R+ such that 01(r) > 0 if r > 0, ri --+ 0 whenever 
4Q) - 0 and 
jl T,x - T,y II > a(\\ x -y \I) for all x and y in X,, . 
A similar inequality holds for T = I - U since for all x and y in X, 
we have 
II Tnx - TRY II 3 II x -Y II - II U,P - U,Y II 3 (1 - 4ll x -Y II . 
Consequently, the assertion of Proposition 5 follows from Theorem 4. 
Q.E.D. 
4. PROJECTIVE APPROXIMATION SCHEMES 
FOR MAPPINGS FROM X INTO X* 
In this section we consider mappings T of X into X*, where X is 
a real Banach space and X* its dual. If w E X* and x E X, we write 
(w, x) (or (x, w)) for the value of w at x. 
DEFINITION 4.1. A projectional approximation scheme for the 
mappings T of X into X* consists of a monotonically increasing 
sequence {Xn} of finite-dimensional subspaces of X, a sequence (R,} 
of linear projections of X into X with R(R,) = X, and R,x --+ x 
for each x in X. We then set Q, = Rz, a projection of X* into X* 
with Y, = R(Q,), and observe that dim Y, = dim X, and Qn can be 
considered as a mapping of X* onto Y,; we take P, to be the (linear) 
injection map of X, into X. 
ssd3/2-6 
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PROPOSITION 6. A projective scheme given by DeJnition 4.1 is an 
approximation scheme in the sense of Definition 2.1. 
Proof of Proposition 6. If x E X, then d&(x, P,x,) = d&(x, X,) < 
dist(x, R,x) ---+ 0 as n + co since R,x E P,X, = X, and R,x ----+ x 
Since 11 P, 11 = 1 and 11 Qn 11 = 11 R$II = l/R% (1 < A,, for all n by the 
principle of uniform boundedness, the equi-uniform continuity of 
W and {Qnl f o 11 ows. Finally, for every finite-dimensional subspace F 
in Y, there exists an integer n, > 1 such that Qn is one-to-one on F 
for each n > nF . Indeed, suppose not; then there exists a sequence 
(fi> CF with i/fiII = 1 an a sequence of positive integers {nj} with d 
9 -co, as j- co, such that Q,fi = 0 for all j. Since F is 
finite-dimensional, we may assume that fi -f with jlfll = 1. 
Let x be an arbitrary element in X. Then (R,,x, fi) = (x, R$, fi) = 
(x, Q, fj) = 0 and, therefore, since fi --+ f and Rmlx --+ x, 
(x, f) = 0 for all x in X. Hence f = 0, contradicting the fact that 
II f 11 = 1. Thus the assertion of Proposition 6 is true. 
DEFINITION 4.2. If X, is a finite-dimensional Banach space and 
X2 its conjugate space, then the canonical orientation for the pair 
(X, , X2) is given as follows: There exists a finite-dimensional 
Hilbert space W, of the same dimension as X, and a linear biconti- 
nuous mapping J, of W, onto X, with J$ mapping X2 onto W, . 
We choose an orientation for W, and identify X, and Xz with W, 
by means of J;’ and J$ respectively. 
LEMMA 5. Let R be a homeomorphism of G, C X, into X2 such 
that(Rx-Ry,x-y) >Of or all x and y in G, with x # y. Then R 
is an orientation preserving homeomorphism of G, into X2. 
Proof of Lemma 5. We may assume that X, is a Hilbert space and, 
consequently, that X, = X, . * It is well known that orientation is 
preserved under homotopies and that the identity mapping I is 
orientation preserving. Since R, = (1 - t)R + tI has the property 
that for all x and y in G, with x # y and all t in [0, l] 
(RP--R,Y>x-Y) =(l --)(R~--~y,x-y)+tIIx-yy/1~>0, 
R, is a homotopy for t in [0, 1] and each R, preserves the orientation. 
Hence so does the mapping R, = R. 
THEOREM 6. Let G be a bounded open subset of a reftexive Banach 
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space X, C a compact mapping of cl(G) into X* and H a bounded 
continuous mapping of cl(G) into X* such that 
(i) (Hx - Hy, x - y) > c(llx - yjl) for all x and y in cl(G), 
where c(r) is an increasing continuous function of R+ into R+ such that 
c(0) = 0, c(r) > 0 if r > 0 and Ye ---+ 0 whenever (ri) - 0. Then: 
(a) The mapping T = H + C of cl(G) into X* is A-proper with 
respect to the given projectional scheme. 
(b) The conclusions of Theorem 2 hold for T. 
Proof of Theorem 6. In virtue of Theorem 2 and Lemma 5, it 
suffices to show that H is a homeomorphism of G on an open set in 
X*, that H is A-proper with respect to the given projectional scheme 
and that, for H, = QnH Ix, , 
6) II KX - f&y II 3 a(II x -Y IIP,Y E cW) n &>. 
We first prove the inequality (*). Note that for all x and y in 
cl(G) n X, 
(I&x - H,y, x - y) = (R,*(Hx) - R,*(Hy), x - y) = (Hx - Hy, x - y). 
Hence, for all n and all x and y in cl(G) n X, , 
c(llx-rll) <(f&x--H,Y,x-Y) ~~~H,~--~YIII~~-YII, 
whence (*) follows for x # y with cu(r) = c(r)/r; note that a(r) is 
a continuous mapping of Rf into R+ for r > 0, a(~) > 0 for I > 0 
and ri + 0 whenever a(rJ -----+ 0. 
Next, since (Hx - Hy, x - y) > ~(11 x - y 11) for all x and y 
in cl(G), by the same arguments as above we show that, for x # y, 
II Hx - HY II Z 4II x - Y II). Th is implies that His a homeomorphism 
of cl(G) into X*. Moreover, H(G) is open in X*. Indeed, suppose 
that x,, E G and f. = H(x,) E H(G). Then for x E G near x0 we have 
(Hx - fo , x - 4 2 4 x - x0 II). Let r > 0 be such that the ball 
B,(x,) C G. Since R,x,, - x,, , for n sufficiently large (i.e., n > N,), 
x, = R,x, E B,(x,) n X, and therefore for all x E X, n G near x, 
we have 
(*> (QnHx - Q&n 9 x - xn> > 411 x - x98 II) (n > &I). 
Now, choose s so small that 0 < s < c(r)/h,,r and let f E B,( fo). Then 
for all x E X, n G such that I/ x - x, II = r we have 
VLx - Qnf, x - x,) = (H,x - Q,Hx, , x - xn) 
+ (QnHxn - Qn fo 9 x - 4 + (Qnfo - Qnf, x - 4 
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Since x, --+ x0 in X, H is continuous and since s < c(r)/&,r, there 
exists an IVr( > IV,) so that 
(I Hx, - Hxo (( < ($ - s) for n 3 Nl. 
This, the preceding equality and (t) imply that for all x E X, n G 
such that I] x - x, I] = r and all n > IV1 we have 
c(r) 
> C(Y) - 7 Y = 0. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 6 we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 6. If S is a continuous mapping of B,(x,) n X, into Y, 
andif,foragierenf,inY,,(S,-ff,,x--x,) >OforIIx-xx,lj =r, 
then there exists an element u, E B,.(x,) n X, such that Su, = fn . 
Proof of Lemma 6. We may assume that X, = Y, is a finite- 
dimensional Hilbert space and set S,u = tSu + (1 - t)(u - x, + yJ 
for u f B,,(xJ n X, and t in [0, 11. Then, for all u such that 
II u - x, II = r, 
Hence, deg(Si fB,(xn), YJ is independent of t in [0, I]. Since, 
for t = 0, S,u = u - x, + yn and de&S, ,4.(x,), y,) = 1, the 
conclusion of Lemma 6 follows. 
Now, in virtue of Lemma 6, the inequality (t-t) imples that for 
each 12 > Nr there exists an element u, in B,.(x,) n X, such that 
K&J = !2nf. 7% us, to show that Hu = f has a solution in B,(x,), 
it suffices to prove that H is A-proper with respect to the given 
projectional scheme. Suppose (z)~ I V, f X, n cl(G)} is a sequence so 
that II fk.W - Qmf II - 0 as fz---+ co. First note that since X 
is reflexive, {X,) monotonically increasing and Rmx __t x for each x 
in X, it follows (see [7]) that Qn f = R$f -+ f for each f in X*. 
Take n > m and note that since HJa,) ---+ f and G is bounded we 
have 
(Hv, - Hv, , R&n - vm)) = (QJh - QnHvm >0, - 4 
= K?nJh, , vn - vm> - (Qdfvm 3 es, - vm> 
- ((812 - Qm) Hvm > 0, - 4 
= G,, + (fb , v, - &A), 
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where where elErn __t 0 as m + 00. This and (i) imply that 
Since X reflexive and {vn} is bounded, we may assume without loss 
of generality that v, - v. Hence, because v, - v, - v - v, 
as n ---+ co and c(r) is an increasing continuous function, letting 
n ----+ co in (ii) we get the inequality 
41 v - vm II) < lim inf 4 vn - 0, II) < em + (f-k , v - %v), n 
where Ed --+ 0 as m --+ co. Finally, since H is bounded, the 
passage to the limit in the last inequality as m ---+ co implies that 
411 v - %I II) -+ 0 and, consequently, urn ----+ v. Since H is 
continuous and Qng __t g for each g in X*, we see that QmHv, ---+ 
Hv and Hv = f, i.e., His A-proper. Q.E.D. 
5. INJECTIVE APPROXIMATION SCHEMES FOR MAPPINGS PROM 
x INTO x” 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let X be a Banach space. By an injective 
approximation scheme for mappings T from subsets of X into X* we 
mean the following: 
(1) {X,} is monotonically increasing sequence of finite-dimen- 
sional subspaces of X such that dist(x, X,) w Oasn- co for 
each x in X. 
(2) For each n, Y, = X2, the conjugate space of X, , where the 
latter is taken as a Banach space with respect to the induced norm 
of x. 
(3) For each n, P, is the (linear) injection mapping of X, into X. 
(4) For each n, Qn = Pz, i.e., Qn is the mapping of X* into 
Y, = x2. 
PROPOSITION 7. An injective scheme given by Defkition 5.1 is an 
approximation scheme in the sense of Dejinition 2.1. 
Proof of Proposition 7. By hypothesis (l), dist(x, P,X,) = 
dist(x, X,) ----+ 0 as n- co for each x in X. Since 11 P, I/ = 1 
for all n, 11 Q, II = 11 P$ II = II P, II = 1 for all n. This implies that 
the sequences {P,} and (Qn} are equi-uniformly continuous. Finally, 
let F be any finite-dimensional subspace of X*. Then there exists an 
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N,, > 1 such that Qn is one-to-one on F for each n > No . Suppose 
not. Then there exists a sequence {nj} with nj - coasj- *co 
and a sequence {f,,} F such that 11 f,, 11 = 1 and Qn, f,, = 0 for all j. 
We may assume that f,, -f in F and llfll = 1. Let x be any 
element in X and choose a sequence {xn,} X such that x,, ----+ x. 
Then (f, x) = limj(f,, , x,) = liq(fnj, Pnjxn,> = limj(Q2sfnjxn,> = 0. 
Hence f = 0, in contradiction to the fact that 11 f [I = 1, i.e., Propo- 
sition 7 holds. 
THEOREM 7. Let X be reflexive, G a bounded open subset of X, 
T = H + C a mapping of cl(G) into X*, where C is compact and H 
is a bounded continuous mapping such that 
(j) W - HY, x - Y) B 41 x - y/l) for all x and y in cl(G) 
with c(r) having the same properties as in Theorem 6. Then: 
(a) The mapping T = H + C is A-proper 
(b) The conclusions of Theorem 2 hold for T. 
Proof of Theorem 7. Just as in the proof of Theorem 6, it suffices 
to show that 11 H,x - H,y jl > a(/1 x - y 11) for all x and y in 
X, n cl(G), where H, = QnH lx, , that H is an A-proper homeo- 
morphism of cl(G) into X* and that H(G) is open in X*. 
It follows trivially from (j) that H, satisfies the above inequality 
and that H is a homeomorphism of cl(G) into X*. We prove now 
that H is A-proper. Indeed, suppose (x,$1 x,, E Xn, E cl(G)} is a 
sequence so that for some f. in X* 
II Qn,Hxn, - Qn,fo II ---to as j-co, 
We suppose that n3 increases with j and we let k > j. Then 
41 xq$ - xn, II) < (Hxnk - f&s, > xnK - xn,) 
= (Qn,Hxn, , xn, - xnj) + (Qnjfkj , xnj) - Wnj > x,J 
Since G is bounded, for each fixed j 
I (Qn,Hxn, 9x,ak - xaj) - (Qn,fo , xn, - xn,)l 
~IIQn~~~~,-Q~foIIII~,~-~,,II-~ as k-a. 
Similarly, as j -+ co, 
l(Qn,H~n, - Qn,fo 9 ~,)l < II Qn,Jh, - Qn,fo II II xnj II - 0. 
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Since X is reflexive and {xn,> bounded, we may assume that xn, - x 
as j ---+ co. Hence letting K + co and using the above results 
we get 
4l xn, - x II> < lim inf c(ll x,, - xnk II) < (f. , x - x,,) + (Qn,fJxn, , xni) 
+ (fkz, 9 4 
since 
CQnJo > xn, - %J = (fo , %a, - xn,) - (fo , x - XnJ. 
We note that Hx,, -fO since, by assumption, Hxn, is uniformly 
bounded for all j and for any element z, in the dense subset I u xl 
(v E Xn, for some 1) we have for j > 1 
Hence the above arguments imply that, as j - 033 G 9 x - xn,) + 
(Qn,Hxn, j xn,) - Wxn, j x = ( fo J 4 + (Qn$k, - Qn, fo > xn,) - Wx,, , 
x)---3( fo, x) + 0-( fo, x) = 0, and, consequently, ~(11 x~,- x/l) - 0 
as j + co. Thus, x,~ ----+ x E cl(G) and, byt he continuity of H, 
Hxni --+ Hx. Since Hxn, - fo, Hx = fo, i.e., H is A-proper. 
Finally we prove that H(G) is open in X*. Let x0 E G and f. = H(x,). 
Choose r > 0 so that &.(x0) C G and let s > I be so small that 
c(r)/r > s. Since the geometric properties of H(G) are independent 
of the given approximation scheme, choose the scheme in such a way 
that x0 E X, for all n, (alternatively we can use the same argument as 
in the proof of Theorem 6). Suppose f E B,(f,); then 11 Qnf - Qnfo 11 < s 
since 11 QnII = 1 and for x in X, with 11 x - x,, 11 = r and f. = Hx, 
we have 
(f&x - Qd x - xo> = Pnx - Q2nfo , x - 4 + (Qnh - Qnf, x - 4 
3 (Kx - Qnfo , x - xo> 
- II Qnfo - Qnf II II x - xo II > 4~) - ~7 = 0. 
Hence, by Lemma 6, there exists u, in &(x0) n X, such that 
II UT& - x0 /I < r and H,u, = Qnf. Since, as was proved above, H is 
A-proper we may choose a subsequence {uJ such that u,$ ---+ u, 
u E II,.(x,) n G and Hu = f. . Hence B8( fo) C H(G) and H(G) is 
open in X*. Q.E.D. 
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Finally we remark that, employing the projectional approach, 
a mod 2 generalization of the topological degree for maps of the form 
T = I - U - C with U a strict contraction and C compact has been 
recently given by Frum-Ketkov [15]. (The discussion of [1.5] is at 
least partially incorrect, as was pointed out to us by Roger Nussbaum.) 
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